


EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES.

We should not forget that all our work is done with people, not merchandise, in addition to

dealing with younger, so the most important objectives must always be educational.

➢ Promote a solid education in values, based on respect for all agents involved in the process

(teammates, rivals, referees, coaches and families) and commitment to the team and the club.

➢ Use the value of sport to promote healthy lifestyle habits, strengthening proper behaviors in

food, hygiene, and physical and mental care.

➢ Build positive, joyful and inclusive work environments so that players can maximize their

learning, feel good while playing sport and increase their bond with the group and the club.

➢ Develop self-esteem, empathy, self-confidence and assertiveness in all our students.



SPORTS OBJECTIVES.

As a Football School, it is important that we have well-defined sports goals, so that all our work,

regardless of the category and the coach, is aimed at achieving the same goal. Likewise, it is

crucial that we are able to integrate sports objectives with our educational and social objectives

in order to achieve a truly comprehensive and quality School.

➢ Develop a staggered structure of the School, starting from the initiation categories until

reaching cadets or youth, thus allowing the players to progress within the School and

preparing them so that they can reach the subsidiary and the first team with the proper level.

➢ Maximize the game potential of each of our players. To do this, we must structure the

training in each of the categories taking into account the evolutionary characteristics of each

age.

➢ Establish a well-defined methodology that facilitates the development of said potential in the

long term, through the same work idea.Provide each player with the necessary tactical tools,

basing the training on decision-making during the game, thus forming intelligent players.

➢ From the juvenile category, define two branches within the School: the Socio-Sports branch

(where participation and playful aspects are prioritized: Sport as leisure) and the Sports

Performance branch (where the competitive aspects of sport are progressively prioritized).

level football: Competition Sport).

➢ We incorporate a new technical area for those players who want to improve and refine their

technical skills.

Contact

Email: info@campusfutbolftv.com

Telephone: +34 622 071 063

https://campusfutbolftv.com/
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